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Abstract. Automatic classification of drivers’ mental states is an impor-
tant yet relatively unexplored topic. In this paper, we define a taxonomy
of a set of complex mental states that are relevant to driving, namely:
Happy, Bothered, Concentrated and Confused. We present our video seg-
mentation and annotation methodology of a spontaneous dataset of natu-
ral driving videos from 10 different drivers. We also present our real-time
annotation tool used for labelling the dataset via an emotion perception
experiment and discuss the challenges faced in obtaining the ground
truth labels. Finally, we present a methodology for automatic classifica-
tion of drivers’ mental states. We compare SVM models trained on our
dataset with an existing nearest neighbour model pre-trained on posed
dataset, using facial Action Units as input features. We demonstrate
that our temporal SVM approach yields better results. The dataset’s
extracted features and validated emotion labels, together with the anno-
tation tool, will be made available to the research community.
1 INTRODUCTION
Complex mental states occur often in real-world driving, and drivers’ mental
states can have an impact on their driving behaviours, such as speed, accel-
eration and traffic violations [26]. Therefore, it would be desirable to identify
drivers’ complex mental states automatically. This can also be very useful for
car manufacturers, such as to make cars smarter.
Although there have been many studies looking at stress level [16, 12], drowsi-
ness [13, 19], and basic emotions [23] of a driver, there is not much work on de-
tection of complex mental states, which were actually found to occur more often
in real life [27]. Also, speech recognition [14], physiological signals [16, 22] and
grip strength [23] have been investigated in classifying drivers’ mental states.
However, analysing emotions from drivers’ facial expressions are not fully ex-
plored, partially due to the challenge of lighting conditions during driving and
the relatively subtle expressions exhibited while driving.
In this paper, we present our work on automatic detection of drivers’ complex
mental states based on facial analysis and real-world driving videos. We looked
into four complex mental states that appear frequently in driving scenarios, and
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Fig. 1: An overview of our work: The mental states were labeled per frame by hu-
man annotators. The features (facial Action Units) were extracted by OpenFace
[2]. The long video segments were then processed to small clips and subsampling
was used to balance the dataset. Two models were evaluated: per video nearest
neighbour model based on an existing classifier and per frame SVM classification.
performed our automatic classification on natural data. Fig. 1 gives an overview
of our emotion labeling and classification approach.
The main contributions of our work can be summarised as follows:
1. We present a spontaneous dataset collected in a natural driving scenario
and define a set of four categories of complex mental states that are relevant
to driving: Happy, Bothered, Concentrated, and Confused. We obtained our
ground truth labels through emotion perception experiment. The features
and validated labels, together with the annotation tool, will be be publicly
available to the research community.
2. Using the dataset, we present a methodology for automatic complex mental
states classification based on extracting per frame facial Action Units (AU)
and using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
3. We compare the SVM models with a nearest neighbour automatic complex
mental states classifier pre-trained on posed data [1], and demonstrate that
the temporal SVM model achieves significantly better classification results.
1.1 Related Work
Lots of studies have explored automatic emotion recognition, such as [4, 5, 30].
However, most of these studies were based on the basic emotions [7]. In auto-
motive domain specifically, Katsis et al [16] studied the automatic stress level
recognition in car-racing drivers. Hu and Zhang [13], Lisetti and Nasoz [19] both
investigated drivers’ drowsiness. Basic emotions such as happiness and anger
were also investigated [23]. A few studies have explored more complex mental
states [1, 9] but not related to driving.
Lots of work on automatic emotion classification in automotive domain is
based on simulated racing conditions [15, 16, 12]. Although the validity of driving
simulator has been proved [18], racing conditions can be different from normal
driving.
Meanwhile, there have been some studies in automatic emotion recognitions
in cars using various features, such as speech recognition [14], physiological sig-
nals like galvanic skin response and heart beat [16, 22], and grip strength [23].
While speech recognition relies on the driver to talk, which can be hard when
the driver is alone, obtaining physiological signals can sometimes be invasive
and distractive. In contrast, facial analysis has the advantage of non-invasive
and non-distractive.
2 Relevant mental states
There have been two most common models on constructing computational mod-
els of emotions: categorical and dimensional model [11]. Categorical model di-
vides affective states into discrete emotion categories, assuming that there exists
such emotions that are hard-wired in our brain. Dimensional model conceptu-
alises emotions as points in a continuous space on the chosen dimensions. So
far both theories have shown their merits and demerits [11]. We adopted the
categorical approach in our work as it is more intuitive to non-expert labellers.
We chose our taxonomy based on the work of Baron-Cohen et al [28]. This
work contained an exhaustive list of 24 complex mental states groups, with 412
emotion concepts associated. Based on an initial investigation of the videos, eight
complex mental states from this list were chosen, i.e. angry, bothered, disgusted,
excited, happy, interested, thinking and unsure, which are believed to be relevant
in a driving scenario.
Because the facial expressions of the drivers were mostly subtle, we com-
bined similar groups to form four big categories of complex mental states. Ex-
cited, happy and interested were combined to Happy, while angry, disgusted and
bothered to Bothered. Hence we defined our taxonomy to constitute of four cate-
gories, namely Happy, Bothered, Concentrated and Confused (see Fig. 2 for some
sample frames).
3 Dataset
This section describes five stages of data collection: collecting driving videos,
designing annotation tool, conducting emotion perception experiment, validating
the collected labels and preparing data for classification.
3.1 Video Collection
The original dataset is composed of 30 video segments of 10 participants driving
in a natural environment. The lengths of segments vary from 8 to 20 minutes.
All segments were recorded using a frontal webcam placed on the dashboard in
front of the driver, with a frame rate of 30 fps.
Among the 10 drivers, five were driving alone following the instructions on a
sat-nav, while the rest were following the instructions given by a co-pilot (pas-
senger). This setup was meant to get varied amount of mental states expressed.
(a) Happy (b) Bothered (c) Confused (d) Concentrated
Fig. 2: Samples from videos for each emotion category: Happy, Bothered, Con-
fused, Concentrated. The emotion concepts included in each category are: Happy:
Comfortable, Happy ; Bothered: Frustrated, Nervous, Bothered ; Confused: Un-
sure, Confused ; Concentrated: Thinking, Concentrated.
3.2 Annotation Tool
In order to collect emotion labels, we developed an annotation tool for real-time
annotation. Unlike some available open-source tools such as FEELTRACE [6]
and ANNEMO [25], our tool has three features that makes it suitable for our
labelling task: 1) It is a stand-alone offline tool. Since the original videos were
confidential, this was important for our task. 2) It supports real-time annotation.
Given the length of the segments, it was impossible to describe a segment with
only one emotion label. 3) As a real-time annotation tool, the interface should
be as easy as possible to use, i.e. fewer states with straightforward layout to be
chosen from, in order to reduce the reaction time and avoid the need to rewind
the video.
We used two annotation modes to further simplify the task of real-time la-
beling. In every mode, two categories are labelled. To explain each category to
non-expert annotators, we explained the meaning of each mental state with their
associated emotion concepts [28]. Fig. 2 shows sample frames from our videos for
each emotion category, accompanied by the emotion concepts included in each
category.
In each annotation mode, a continuous scale of 5 levels for each mental state
was used, with the higher level indicating a higher intensity. Since the emotional
expressions can be subtle in the driver’s face, the lower levels encourages anno-
tators to capture a weak mental state appearance. An Other option representing
level 0 is also included to avoid a forced choice. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot.
Labels are logged by the annotation tool in real-time, and converted to per-
frame annotation according the frame rate of the video. The tool is open-source
and will be available to the research community.
3.3 Emotion Perception Experiment
Annotators were recruited to our laboratory to label the videos via an emotion
perception experiment. All audio in the original video segments were muted to
exclude verbal cues.
A total number of 24 segments from 10 drivers were annotated by 48 anno-
tators. Each segment was fully annotated by 6 annotators, half in annotation
mode A and half in mode B. Each annotator was rewarded with a £10 Ama-
zon Voucher after finishing annotating three randomly pre-selected segments. To
eliminate learning effect, the segments for each annotator were chosen from three
different drivers, and the annotation mode was alternate (i.e. ABA or BAB).
3.4 Inter-Rater Agreement Analysis
To evaluate the reliability of the collected labels, we used Krippendorff’s Alpha
to measure multiple annotators’ agreement [17]. It was calculated per video
segment for both original continuous scale labels and categorical labels of each
Fig. 3: A snapshot of the video annotation tool interface
mental state category (i.e. converting to binary labels for each mental state
without considering the intensity). All level 0’s were treated as empty labels in
continuous scale labels since it is systematically different from intensity values.
Fig. 4 shows Alpha values distributions. For continuous scale labels in anno-
tation mode A, a quarter of the segments have moderate agreement (alpha value
0.4∼0.6) while 12.5% have substantial agreement (alpha value 0.6∼0.8). Only
21% have fair agreement (0.2∼0.4) in mode B (not shown in Fig. 4). Considering
each mental state category, Happy has the best agreement, indicating it being
the most reliably labelled category. The fairly smaller number of segments with
moderate agreement from other categories explains the relatively low agreement
for mode B annotations.
It can be a challenge to achieve good agreement in collecting large natural-
istic datasets [20], especially with mostly non-expert annotators. To deal with
this challenge, we adopted a short clip approach in data preparation, which is
discussed in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 4: Krippendorff’s Alpha distribution for: (a) continuous scale label of the
two annotation modes; (b) categorical label of the each mental state category.
4 Methodology
This section describes the main stages of our automatic mental state estima-
tion approach: feature extraction, data pre-processing (including filtering and
balancing), and automatic classification of mental states.
4.1 Feature extraction
Input features, i.e. facial Action Units (AU) [8] intensities, are extracted by
OpenFace [2] from the segments. A continuous scale from 0 to 5 indicating the
intensities of 14 AUs are returned respectively per frame. OpenFace is based
on the state-of-art AU recognition framework [3, 29] with slight modifications
tailored for natural video dataset [2]. It outperformed similar softwares DL [10],
BA and BG [29] in most AUs on the public dataset SEMAINE [21] and BP4D
[31], achieving an average F1-score of 0.48 [2]. Therefore, it is reliable and well-
suited to our work.
4.2 Data Pre-processing
Data filtering To avoid different annotator’s bias when annotating in the con-
tinuous scale, categorical labels were used throughout classification.
We adopted a perfect agreement small clip approach to deal with the long
segments and low agreement in this experiment. We defined "Perfect agreement"
as all three annotators agreeing on the mental state category of the same frame.
There are two variables in choosing the small clips: 1) A minimum length of
continuous perfect agreement on one of the four mental state categories. This
ensures a stable and reliable perceived existence of the mental states. 2) A min-
imum threshold on the confidence level of the face tracking. Because OpenFace
feature extraction depends on reliable facial Action Unit tracking, specifying this
threshold is crucial to guarantee the reliability of the feature vector, especially
when the natural driving inevitably includes some extreme head motions that
affects face tracking.
There are two rationales for not using the whole segment directly: 1) Labels
were collected per frame. For frames where people fail to agree on the group of
mental states, we cannot produce a reliable single ground truth label. 2) There is
an "Other" option in labelling, which is a placeholder of other mental states that
might occur but were not included in our taxonomy. The small clip approach
excluded this label altogether. Thus, we could ensure the reliability of the labels
of those short segments.
To guarantee data quality, frames from perfect agreement small clips, with
the minimum length set to 1 second and tracking successful rate of 100%, were
used for SVM training.
Data Balancing One challenge in our work was to balance the dataset. Table 1
shows the total number of frames available for each mental state category. Clearly
not many were obtained for Confused. The videos show that the associated head
pose change and hand-over-face occlusion causes face tracking to fail from time
to time. Therefore, the 100% tracking successful rate requirement was waived
on Confused clips, but only frames that were successfully tracked were used for
classification.
We then used random subsampling to balance the number of frames from
each mental state category. For each driver, the number of frames from the
mental state that has the minimum number of frames was set as a baseline, and
frames were subsampled from the other mental states of this driver to its baseline.
When this baseline was 0, we combined a driver’s data with another driver into
a new fold. Specifically, drivers 6, 7, 10 and drivers 2,3 were combined to be two
"drivers", resulting in a total of 7 "drivers", all containing frames from mutually
different faces (see Table 1). Subsampling guaranteed having a balanced dataset
for the subsequent automatic classification steps.
Table 1: The number of frames of each mental state from different drivers before
subsampling. Numbers in bold represent the baseline adopted for each driver
(or sum up for a group of drivers). Subsampling guaranteed having a balanced
dataset for the subsequent automatic classification steps.
Driver Mental States CategoriesHappy Bothered Concentrated Confused
1 702 2086 9937 100
2 90 384 9292 101
3 130 0 1361 469
4 9655 2520 17647 432
5 3500 3365 7745 1616
6 39 781 997 456
7 0 1186 2416 119
10 6308 0 1452 18
8 6179 2462 8893 2261
9 9758 3737 15603 866
Total 36361 16521 75343 6438
Subsampled Total 6088 6088 6088 6088
4.3 Automatic classification of mental states
We trained Support Vector Machine (SVM) models with our spontaneous dataset
to automatically classify the labelled mental states. A per frame approach was
adopted, to match the collected label format.
We first trained two binary classifiers according to the two annotation modes,
and then performed a four-class classification. Two approaches for each type of
classifiers were used: 1) SVM per frame approach, where the 14 AU intensities
were directly used as the feature vector for each frame. 2) Temporal per frame
approach, where the context of the video is taken into consideration, and the AU
intensities from the previous frame was appended to the current frame to form
a 28-dimension feature vector. We experimented with linear and radial basis
function (RBF) kernels SVM approaches. To optimise the parameters, we used
a leave-one-driver-out cross-validation, with gamma and C varied in the range
[0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100].
Pre-trained Nearest Neighbour Classification For comparison purposes,
using our spontaneous dataset, we evaluated a nearest neighbour (NN) approach
based on a complex mental states classifier [1], pre-trained on posed data [24].
We chose this system as it is based on the same set of complex mental states
we use in our experiments. In this approach, a single feature vector is obtained
per video, by dividing the AUs and speed of AUs uniformly into different bins.
And the three emotion categories whose overall feature vector is the closest to
the video’s are returned as the classification results.
We used perfect agreement small clips with fixed length of five seconds and
80% successful rate, since previous studies showed that two seconds is the min-
imum time for human to reliably detect a mental state [9]. There are a total of
18 emotions available in the classifier. We discarded those that are not relevant
to our taxonomy, and grouped the rest to match ours according the emotion
grouping discussed in Section 2. Details are shown in Table 2. An extra emotion
called "average" was used in this classifier to normalise the feature vectors. We
kept this emotion but did not assign it to any mental states. Overall a total of
10 emotions were used.
Table 2: Emotions grouping for per video NN classifier
Mental State Category Emotions
Happy Excited, Happy, Interested
Bothered Angry, Disappointed, Disgusted, Frustrated
Concentrated Neutral
Confused Worried
Discarded Emotions Afraid, Ashamed, Bored, Hurt, JokingPround, Sad, Sneaky, Surprised
5 Experimental Results
This section presents the classification results of our experiments. We use F1-
score to report the performance of each system.
5.1 Per Frame Approaches using SVM
In all of these experiments, we used a user-independent 7 fold cross validation
method. The normalised confusion matrices for binary and four-class classifiers
are shown in Fig. 5. Table 3 tabulates the F1-score for each mental state and
overall for each classifier. The statistical significances were calculated using F1-
score for each mental state with a one-tail t-test, which indicates the statistically
significant improvements from random choice F1-score (0.5 and 0.25 for binary
and four-class, respectively).
All SVM training methods achieved F1-scores significantly higher than chance
except for Concentrated-Confused SVM per frame classifier. In general, Happy-
Bothered classifiers perform better than their counterparts Concentrated-Confused
classifiers, which agrees with the inter-rater agreement results that showed that
Happy and Bothered are more reliably detected by human annotators. Moreover,
the SVM temporal approach had the best performance.
Overall, we can see that our per frame approaches using SVM managed
to classify the four mental states categories. The four-class classifiers achieved
significantly better results than chance. Concurrent states might have affected
the classification results. This will be discussed in Section 6.
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Fig. 5: Normalised confusion matrices for per frame approaches. "HB" stands for
"Happy-Bothered binary classifier", "CC" for "Concentrated-Confused binary
classifier", and "FC" for "Four-Class classifier". "SVM" means "SVM per frame
approach", and "Temp" is short for "temporal per frame approach".
5.2 Per Video Nearest Neighbour Classification
The per video classifier returns three nearest labels/mental states by default,
and we only consider the nearest one in order to compare with our four-class
classifiers.
Table 4 tabulates the confusion matrix and F1-score for each mental state
category. The five-second requirement means extremely limited number of con-
fused clips, thus we eliminate the effect of varied number of clips for each mental
state by taking a weighted average.
When we performed a one-tail t-test, p value was found to be around 0.4,
indicating that there is no significant improvement (or difference) compared to
Table 3: The F1-scores of binary and four-class SVM classifiers
Classifier F1-score Chance F1-scoreOverall Happy Bothered Concentrated Confused
HB SVM* 0.70 0.67 0.73 - -
0.50HB Temp* 0.70 0.68 0.72 - -CC SVM 0.61 - - 0.63 0.59
CC Temp* 0.66 - - 0.64 0.67
FC SVM* 0.37 0.50 0.34 0.34 0.31 0.25FC Temp* 0.38 0.51 0.28 0.41 0.32
* Indicates a statistically significant difference of p < 0.05 compared with chance F1-score
chance. The main drawback is the poor performance on classifying Concentrated
and Confused. This suggests that the nearest neighoubr classifier, pre-trained on
posed data, does not perform as well on our spontaneous driving dataset.
We could conclude that, for four-class classifiers, the temporal per frame
approach using SVM outperforms the pre-trained nearest neighbour classifier,
and can classify each mental state with an accuracy significantly higher than
chance.
Table 4: Per video nearest neighbour classification, p < 0.4
Predicted label F1-score Chance F1-scoreHappy Bothered Concentrated Confused
Happy 111 34 9 3 0.51 0.24
True Bothered 20 40 3 10 0.27 0.11
label Concentrated 146 145 104 11 0.40 0.63
Confused 5 5 3 0 0 0.02
Overall - - - - - 0.40 0.46
6 Discussion and Challenges
One big challenge in mental states classification is the existence of concurrent
states. From the four-class confusion matrix in Fig. 5, we can see that Bothered
and Confused are generally confused with each other, while Happy and Concen-
trated are less confused and usually well-identified. This explains the relatively
low accuracy of the former two compared with the latter.
Another challenge is the unbalanced dataset. As Table. 1 shows, Confused
has the least amount of data, which might have affected the results despite
the efforts to balance the dataset using subsampling. However, this is common
because we do not expect Confused to happen too often in a natural driving
scenario.
One last aspect is the driving setup. As described half of the drivers were
instructed by a co-pilot (passenger) while the rest were alone following a sat-
nav. It was observed that drivers tend to be more expressive when they are
accompanied. This might have increased the frequency of all the happiness label.
7 Conclusion
We presented the taxonomy of four categories of mental states that are believed
to be related to the driving context. We have used a spontaneous dataset of
drivers’ videos, and evaluated two models of automatic mental states detection.
Comparing our approach with a per video pre-trained classifier, our temporal per
frame SVM classifier performs significantly better. We presented our real-time
annotation tool and discussed the challenges of obtaining validated ground truth
labels. We also discussed the challenges of having an unbalanced dataset, which
is expected for this type of natural dataset. The dataset features and labels will
be publicly available to the research community.
For future work, we would like to use different models such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMM). It may also be worth using a multi-modal approach integrating
speech and body with the facial features. Finally, more context-related data is
needed. Not having enough data, especially for Confused, affected the classifica-
tion results.
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